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One parent commented that she
might have disallowed her daugh-
ter from attending the College if
she had known about the bath-roo- m
situation.
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Committee Findings and Proposal
Dr. Martin Luther King
honored with "Strength
of Love" next week.
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Wooster
granted
$400K for
curriculum
Karen Auble
Managing Editor
Early this month, the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation of New
York awarded the College' a
$400,000 dollar grant on the basis
of its proposed curriculum, tided
"A Wooster Education." Faculty
members are now. preparing for
transition, devising new courses
.
and modifying existing ones to
correspond to new curricular
components.
Movement to implement "A
Wooster Education" was support-
ed by an overwhelming faculty
vote of 70--7 in May 2000 follow-
ing almost five years of planning
and review.
Associate Professor of
Sociology and Anthropology
David McConnell, who had
served on the Educational Policy
Committee during the new cur--
Search for Dean's
Lauren Kulchawik
. Associate editor
For the first time in 26 years,
the recruitment process for a new
Dean of Students has begun., The
College's search for a successor to
retiring Dean Ken Plusquellec is
underway, with several promising
candidates.
Currently, the list of candidates
for the position has been nar-row- ed
to eight individuals from
around the country. The candi-
dates were selected on the basis of
past achievements and job experi- -
--
. ence in working with - students,-particularl- y
at liberal arts schools
similar to Wooster. '.
"We're looking for :someone
Wooster students win atfirstjuried art exhibit
See story on page 8
riculum's development stages,
said, "I think the faculty wanted to
discuss the curriculum, whether
we ended up changing it or not. ...
After twenty years, most of the
faculty who are here had no role
or stake in the curriculum they
were teaching," he said.
The new curriculum establishes
four new components distinguish-
ing it from the present curricu
who is student-oriente- d and can
understand the perspective of stu-
dents," said Heather Fitzgibbon,
leader of the search panel.
"They must be able to work
with the faculty to create an intel-
lectual academic , environment,
and this requires some past expe-
rience in an academic institution.
Someone who is a good manager
and inspiring to the staff would
enhance our campus and bring it
in an exciting new direction," she
said.
The College began its search by
. contacting administrators at other
colleges and universities and ask-
ing them to nominate candidates
for the position. A second main
lum: one to two required writing-intensiv- e
courses, including a col-
lege writing- - tutorial; a course
requirement in quantitative rea-
soning; and the requirement of
one to three courses in global and
cultural perspectives.
"A Wooster Education" also
features optional courses in inter-
disciplinary studies. "No student
will be required to participate in
successor
avenue for the search was adver-
tisement in the "Chronicle of
Higher Education" and similar
academic journals.
In addition, due to
Plusquellec's strong reputation
among his colleagues, "word got
out that he was leaving the
College, and people saw a good
opportunity," Fitz Gibbon said.
Beginning Feb. 3, a search
committee will interview the
eight candidates in order to nar-
row the group to three candidates.
The search committee .includes:
Professor of English Peter
Havholm. Professor of Sociology
Heather Fitz Gibbon, Director of
Career Services Lisa Castor,
Photo By Ben Spieldenner
the interdisciplinary courses) but
the program will allow for the
development each year of six to
eight team-taug- ht interdiscipli-
nary courses from faculty of dif-
ferent departments," Dean of the
Faculty Thomas Falkner
explained. "We think that this is
going to provide some wonderful
new opportunities for collabora-Se-e
Mellon grant on page 3
begins
Director of Security Joe Kirk,
Dean of Faculty Thomas Falkner,
and two students, Everett
Peachey and Amy Johnson. All
committee members will have an
equal vote.
"The students (Peachey and
Johnson have been through all
the files and have contributed
wonderful thoughts and ideas,"
Fitz Gibbon said.
Peachey and Johnson, chosen
my SGA President Erik
McLaughlin, are not the only stu-
dents who will be able to voice
their opinion in the choice of the
new dean.
Set Recruitment Process on page 2
s ' 1 1
Recruitment process
Continued from page 1
Once the candidates are nar-
rowed to three, these finalists will
come to the campus to speak at
open forum discussions. These
forums will invite faculty, deans
and students to the Lowry pit to
express their , opinions and ask
questions of the three candidates.
Specific invitations Will be
addressed to student lead-
ers of various organizations, such
as the Resident staff. Student
Government Association and Greek
life.
This procedure is similar to the
process for hiring the president of
the College and the vice president
of academic affairs, according to
Fitz Gibbon.
"This is exciting to me because
it's the first time in recent Wooster
history that we've had a search
for a new dean," Peachey said.
Peachey has worked with
Plusquellec in SGA and
believes in the importance of a
solid replacement.
"We threw around ideas in
meetings about what are some
qualifications for a good leader. I
joked that the students love Bob
Walton, so. why don't we. find
someone like him? I'm looking
for ... a complete advocate for the
Billing for
Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Wooster students may see a
new vandalism billing process
and prices as soon as February.
Administrators and physical '
plant supervisors are working
to make billing more compre-
hensive and to make students ' 1
more responsible for vandalism
'
' :l 'costs. '..
The new billing policy will also :
take administrative costs into
account. "The difference between
a vandalism act and non-vandali- sm
is administrative cost," Vice
President for Finance and
Business Bob Walion said. 11
first- - draft 'of :: Yesterday saw-- a -
repair" and replacement cost esti-- 1
mates sent to; Director' :df
Residential' Life; pid Housing
'
Dave- - Brown. - Director- - College
Contracts and Administrative
r i z. it" --r".
.
v
Retiring Dean of Students Ken
Plusquellec will be missed; however,
the search for his replacement shows promising results.
students, someone who will go to
bat for the student body. I'm
also taking into account the
candidates' perception of
Greeks, that they have an under-
standing of how our system
works and they won't rip it
apart," Peachey said.
The Dean of Students' respon-
sibilities include: residential life
and housing, student activities, stu-
dent personnel records, student
discipline, career services, cam-
pus safety and security, black
vandalism
Projects Jackie Middlefon,
Director of Custodial Services
Julia Wertz and Carpenter Shop
and Physical Plant Supervisor
Donald Fisher composed the cost
' ''
":draft;-- : - "
- The committee also includes
Brown, Assistant Director of
Housing Dustin Brentlinger and
Custodial Services Administrative
Assistant Carol Kbblyanski.
The group was constructed to
reflect the College depart-
ments dealing with vandalism
and is working together with Vice
President ' for ' Finance "and ;
Business Bob Walton.
5
'After costs are set, the College
can ! address ' the questions'; of'
whom to bill.' - ' ' ' --
! : The idea1 of corporate responsi-- 1 4
'bility for vandalism costs will be !
central. Each' residential" unit 1
would have a budget for expected
Fnimit: Laura Nesler ' Assistant Editor: Alex Pries
underway
!
i
i--
1
1 :
Photo by Ben Spieldenner '
and international student affairs, stu-
dent health and counseling services,
new student orientation, Campus
ministries, and maintaining liai-
son with the treasurer, financial aid,
hospitality services, and plant mainte-
nance in die area of residence halls.
Fitz Gibbon said, "We're
thrilled with the list of candidates
that we have. All could bring a lot
to the College. Plus the candi-
dates themselves are very inter-
ested in Wooster and know of its
good reputation."
changes
wear-and-te- ar costs. Costs above
the budget - or costs deemed to
result from deliberate vandalism
- would be billed to the group if
the individual perpetrator is
unknown.
Both 'Walton and Brown
said this is a system that has ,
'
worked at other schools. "You
want to make it fair for the
community, but you also want
to instill a sense of communi- - .
ty responsibility," Brown
said. "This is a pretty common
system and policy." 4
' The : decision1 about what will j
constitute a' residential billing
unit remains unmade. 1 :
. , ! f '
' "There' area lot-o- f steps to j
be done to make 'it fair to .
everyone,' Waltdn said. "It's
being worked : on, rand its '
moving ! forward,' and I am
very optimistic."
.
1 -
V.
Laura Nesler
News Editor
- A week-lon- g celebration, ;
"Strength of Love," honoring Dr. :
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s life, --
legacy and dream will begin this -
Sunday with a potluck dinner and
worship service at Trinity United
Church of Christ at 4:15 p.m.
Campus' Ministries will provide
transportation to the church.
Keathua Gale, administrative
intern in the Office, of Black
Student Affairs '00, says he val-
ues the celebration and remem-branc-e
of the famous civil rights
activist, and is even more passion-
ate about it since he graduated.
"In order for us not to
repeat our past, we've got to
know our past. By celebrating
Dr.King's 72th birthday, we're
also celebrating his legacy ...
his message, his struggles
Gale said. King's message
will be heard next week at
noon on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday.
.
. Various Wooster students will
be participating in MLK Speaks
by reading parts of his most
famous speeches in Lowry Pit.
Tuesday at 6:15 p.m. Portions of
"Give Us the Ballot," "Beyond
Vietnam," and "Where Do We Go
from Mere?" along with King's --
acceptance of the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1954 and his address to
First Montgomery I.r.provement
Association Mass Meeting at
Holt Street E.-;t:s- t Church in
1955 wi'l be d.hvered.
Students and facidty are also
encouraged to p-irt- ':: e in a
candhah'-- ht i:'.l in Lowry
Center. Rllowirj the v' '! will
be a fireside ch.tt v l.h College
Trustee Dr. - Samuel Missis at
7:30 p.m. Massie's grand-
daughter is a first-yea- r at
Wooster and he is a long-tim- e
friend of the' Cciiege.
i ; Former head of the Elack
Panther f Party Elaine Brown
will .speak at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in FreedlanJer
Theatre and at 10 a.m. Friday
in Lowry; Pit. A public recep-
tion will' follow her fr-ec- : h
Thursday night. Brown is the
only female to have occupied the
position in the Black Panther
Party. An advocate of human and
civil rights. Brown is also an
author. Her book "Taste of
Power A Black Woman's Story
is being sold in the Wilson
Bookstore. . y . .
"Although we've passed his
birthday, we can still celebrate
him any day ... there's nothing
wrong with that. 1 don't feel that
Dr. MLK would have wanted all
the struggles to be rewarded b
' having a day off of school. On
the other hand, I do feel that the
College should, be sympathetic
. and not have school, but have
workshops set up so that stu-
dents could learn more . about
MLK and his work," Gale said.
" Wooster students will also
travel to four local public ele-
mentary schools to read excerpts
from King's speeches.
"Our goal is to bring the
words of Dr. King alive to ele-
mentary students," said
Ass: 'art Dean of Students for i
Blavk S: ' t Affairs Latashia
Reedus said. -
Reedus brieves the celebrato- - --
ry week is especially important. --
"In a nut , hell, I thir.k society as :
a wh 'e has gotten too far away
from v: ..t Dr. KI'i was trying
to aecc:-;!;,'- .!. Zj r-Tpor- ting
these aet; :.' s as a c " : je com- - "
r-
-
'
-
,
v t - : y . ' : t back
t. ' '. - : - -- 1 peo-- -
i ' - ' Ies then
hJr a .: :y . .. ' .'h at better ''
w a
'
; t j I - : v ' at v e need to.
k- -
.-
- t'ta i to ! ; r from
sor: e v ! ) w as in the
lrti . ; rf .11 that struezle?" ;
Re:
"T" 2i : v e ' ;c..'e people,
a'. : .1 ' 1. : -- ' - v a 11 be
i.i j 1 y C -- . d.
Ti.e we.'.c-Ior- g events are
sponsored by the Office of
Black Student Affairs, the'
Office ( f C: ; '.inistries,
and the C:fiae of the
Presid " t. Fcr r-- ore informa-V-- r.
c. 11 253-254- 5. ' '': ;y
8Armington and Babcock first to get soap
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Residents of Armington and
Babcock returned from break to
find band soap and paper towels
in their bathrooms. Responding
to pleas from SGA Senators Colin
Weir 03 and Andrew Connell
'03, Vice President for Finance
and Business Bob Walton made
installation of the soap and paper
towels over break possible. ,
Following a passionate plea at
the Dec. 6 SGA meeting from
Weir and Connell, Walton
announced Armington and
Babcock would be used to test the
feasibility of supplying every
dorm with soap and paper towels.
"The students have responded
IK
Continued from page 1 '
live and interdisciplinary work
for faculty and students," he
said. '"- - , -
In addition, the one-cour- se
existing religious studies
requirement has been modified
to a religious perspectives course
for the "Wooster Education" cur-
riculum. Students may take this
course from any department or
program that examines the reli-
gious dimension in relation to
cultural, social, historical or eth-
ical issues. The nine-cour- se dis- - .
tribution requirement has been
re-figur- ed to six courses, with
two required con: -- us in each of
three academic arc us: Arts 'and
Humanities, Illstc-r- y an J SociJ
Sciences, Md.ma;ical and
Natural Sciences.
"We've held on to rirst-Ye.u-Semin- ar
in Critical Inquiry;
we've cor.:';r.ueJ to. re;--. -- J
Independent Study as the cid.iti-natio- n
cf our c." ... . ....1 exr-- ' -
ence. Cut what we've don; i ;
to take tl.ut v. ! de to ly of
general c.'uc.ti. n r ' --m- erits
in I : I . . . '
them r:'-.--- r extensively,"
IV.:.. . r s. ' !. O of the t -- t
distir. -:- ;'..;:-j chiracteri-.tic- s
of "A V.'c oster education"
versus t' z existing curricu-
lum
'
'
"i : .istcrit atten- -
tic. : : : ' across all four
very positively," Connell said at
yesterday's meeting. "The only
duty we have is to not abuse the
privilege ... I will come after
them personally."
However, in students" first week
back, one Babcock bathroom has
already fallen victim to vandal-
ism. "We already had one vandal-
ism incident in Babcock where
people took out all the towels and
stuffed them in toilets. ," Walton
said." That's disappointing. But
we're not going to give up. We're
not going to let the acts of one stu-
pid person screw it up." Walton
estimated the cost of the damage
is$400:
!To a certain degree, there is
nothing we can do," Weir said. As
9
MM W
years," he added.
Funding from the Mellon
grant will be applied towards
curricular development, sub-
sidizing, for example, the
cost of faculty workshops
and seminars. Assistant
Professor of Mathematical
Sciences and EPC member
Pamela Pierce explained,
"Having the resources to
implement the new curricu-- .
lum has been a constant con-
cern for us. Resources may
still be a great cha'-eng- e for us,
so the Mellon award was obvi-
ously soir.t' v. .Iconte news."
"A Woe r Education" will
be in'u. d.-
-J f r t'.e fall of
2001.
-- dents among the
incorrurg Class of 2005 will be
'r - f' - t Icam under the new
l . . !cl ' In the short
r i :ti ., the LPC will be
revi j faculty recom-- ;
. .
..;.-- s for appropri-
ate curses v.hich poten-
tially meet new require-
ments. . . : : : ; '"
"W e I roken up! into
ti nt d ... t .subcommit-
tees !i; dd; proposals from
end: d :nt on courses
to -- rd-i t.-.er- al educationt
rt --..i- s. V. e'll be eval- -
ua:'-.- : I e
..-.-
J making
dec: . i id ' n the next few
weeks," I -d-- .r-.r said.
co-ch- air of the bathroom ad hoc
committee, he said his committee
would work to promote respectful
use of the paper towels in
Babcock and Armington. "It's a
privilege ... and we have to
respect that, he said. I don't con-
done vandalism, but it happens
and things need to be replaced.
The school will have to bear some
of the costs for vandalism."
Walton said the test in
Armington and Babcock will last
60 days, after which time he will
meet with the grounds committee
and discuss the possibility of put-
ting soap and towels in bathrooms
campus-wid-e.
"ft would be great if over spring
break they were put in all the bath
Prof attracts media
Alex Pries
Assistant News Editor
A Wooster professor's research
on the roars of African lions has
attracted some recent media
attention. Dr. Jon Grinnell, assis-
tant professor of biology, was
interviewed recently by the
British Broadcasting Corporation
about his ongoing research on
African lion roars. "It was for a
particular radio show called The
Edge' which details research that
might appeal to a younger audi-
ence," Grinnell said.
The show allowed Grinnell to
share audio recordings of his data
as well as his own thoughts.
In addition to being approached
by the BBC, Grinnell was inter-
viewed by a member of Scripps-Howar- d,
a "national newspaper
article service.
Grinnell said the attention
stems from a speech he delivered
in February of 2000.
Grinnell's argues that humans
and African lions may share simi-
larities in social organizations.
"We share traits in pommon with
African lions, from a tendency to
settle conflicts violently to long-ter- m
cooperation within groups
and complex social behaviors,"he
said. , , , , ; i
"Like us, lions are social ani-
mals that rely on vocal communi-
cation for social organization,"
rooms, but realistically it's something
I could see happening over the sum-
mer," Weir said. "I would be
offended if the entire school did
not have soap and paper towels
by next fall."
Weir and Connell's submitted a
three-pag- e proposal to the Senate,
detailing the health and sanitation
concerns that Director of Health
Center Nancy Anderson dis-
cussed with the SGA Senators.
"The committee feels that the
College of Wooster, while it can-
not require students to wash their
hands, should promote cleaning
sanitation and health concerns by
making the tools for hand wash-
ing, soap and hand towels, avail-
able to students," the proposal
Grinnell said.
"Certainly, they lions can dis-
tinguish categories. Familiar or
unfamiliar or with groups of
males, they can distinguish between
different coalitions," he said.
For the past three summers
Grinnell has been studying three
populations of African lions in
Namibia and South Africa. One
of the populations in South Africa
consists of native lions, which
Grinnell stressed was important.
"South Africa is a unique place . . .
everywhere else native lions
were killed by human activity."
Grinnell said.
While his work is still in the
preliminary stage, Grinnell
offered several possible hypothe-
ses to explain why these differ-
ences are occurring. The first is
that genetic differences in these
lion populations have contributed
to vocal variation.
He said another possible sug-
gestion is that these differences
are learned. This hypothesis the-
orizes that as lions grow up they
develop patterns of communica-
tion .reflective of their communi-
ty. In effect, populations of lions
have dialects of their language.
.
. The final hypothesis is that dif-
ferences in communication are
patterned after habitat conditions.
.Grinnell , explained that this
hypothesis might be the hardest to
3
and towels
stated. "If creating self-learne- rs
is a college priority, start-
ing with students learning
good personal hygiene prac-
tices should be included in
such priorities."
Walton called Weir and
Connell's efforts "the most enter-
taining proposal on paper towels
that I have ever heard. Very
thoughtfully done, it showed a lot
of care and concern," he said.
Weir said he hopes to see the
campus respond positively to the
soap and towels in Armington
and. Babcock and said he was
impressed with the school's
"proactive and quick response.
It's also nice to see student gov-
ernment taking positive action."
attention
I. J -- n I
Photo bv Ben Spieidknnkr
Dr. John Grinnell
support.
Grinnell's study of vocal
patterns in lion populations is
one dimension of his overall
work on how communication
takes place in communities of
lions, known as prides. He has
been collecting taped recordings
of these lions and then playing
them back to other lions in con-
trolled situations.
"Communication is really nec-
essary for social origination. Just
think how difficult it would be
for social structure if we were
unable to communicate,"
Grinnell said.
Grinnell's interview with tlicl
BBC can - be heard atl
http:www.bbc.co.ukworldser-- J
"vicethelah.
Vtfwmtmts
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years' events are s'. J t.i I. . . :. 2- 1- - - h r tie
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.3 their heads in a 1 . .; v f s -- a t.i i.
ber a great man, Woostentes truJ a! r. J a :" - : y ca-afu- s
with few physical reminders of the d.y's g- - rs:r.::cance.
The administration likely will say the events, were
pushed back a week to let students get into the swing of
things without distractions, thus engendering a much larger
turnout at the celebrations. But that doesn't ring true, as
proven by last year's events beginning on the first day of
classes, with great fanfare and public recognition.
Spreading King's dream of peace and harmony is a very
worthy goal. But the delayed scheduling of this celebra-
tion is sending mixed messages. Especially in light of
Wooster's traditionally poor minority recruitment levels
and historical racial tension, this is an issue that needs to
be addressed publicly and promptly.
Candles cause of confusion
When some students returned from break to find candles
n jinn from their rooms, t ev v :re iaa.rsa.aiaa. !y con- -
fused. After all, w hile burning ca
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WVN thanks college community
To the faculty, administration,
staff, students, and friends of the
College: -
On behalf of the Wooster
Volunteer Network Executive
Board, we would like to thank
you for the overwhelming sup-
port that you have given for the
annual Hunger and Homelessness
Week that took place Nov. 11-1- 8,
.
2000 and the Christmas Caring
Tree and Wish List programs in
December. Every day, over
24,000 people die of starva-
tion. That is one person every
3.6 seconds. On any given night,
in the United States alone, over 3
million people are homeless.
By educating yourselves
and taking part in Hunger
and Homelessness Week activi-
ties, you are taking the first
steps in alleviating this prob-
lem.
Your support during this week
and in the following weeks was
amazing. To all the students, fac-
ulty, staff and friends of the
College who donated to our stu-
dents who were fasting, thank
you. -
- Your donations exceeded our
have been saved, from the ;
corruption of - Albert"
Gore.-- " ' ;
. I just' returned fronv
England where all that I
heard about was the elec- -'
tion and the recounts and
goal of $1,000, a 200 percent
increase over last year. That
money was donated to the United
Way for use in agencies address-
ing the issues of hunger , and
homelessness.
Specific thanks goes to Carolyn
Buxton, Matt Krain, Chuck
Wagers and Bob Walton for being
our celebrity fasters and for then-undyin- g
enthusiasm and energy
for the causef WVN would also
like" to thank Dene Multicultural
Women's House and SGA for
bringing Heather West. and Kent
Nemeth on campus to speak; Jen
Kynkor and the Underground
Staff for their help with Happy
Hour for Hunger and
Homelessness; Kevin Heintschel
for volunteering .his DJ skills;
those campus and community
members who chose to Dine-O- ut
So Others Can Dine In; the 35 stu-
dent organizations that took part
in our Wish-Li- st program; and all
of the students, faculty and staff
that have taken over 100 tags from
the second annual WVN Caring
Tree.
Your gifts helped to make
Christmas a bit better for children
from Wayne County Children
This election can only be
compared' to one between '
Mussolini and Hitler; I voted
for Mussolini.
the chads and 'the endless ' ' 1 '
whining of Al Gore.1 K
.
" "
"; ' major purposes' that this election
Don't get nieTwrong,' I am' N(I)T : ' has shown.1 First, With the increas--a
Republican, I am a Libertarian. -- r ing strength bf the federal govern-Th- is
election can only, "be conv ment the electoral college system
pared to one between Mussolini ' allows1 the United States to be the
and Hider I voted for Mussolini ' United STATES.'Most important-- I
wanted' ' 'Harry : BroWriet 1y, the electoral' college system
(Libertarian candidate), but I had shows mat Bush was the candi- -
1 T
1 i ' I V 't 1 a 1 ) I
1 ) . ( I i . i
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Services, Wayne Metropolitan
Housing, and Head Start
Hunger and Homelessness is a
prevalent 'and serious problem
that requires your attention. If you
are interested in learning more or
actively helping to change this
problem please call the WVN at
x2563 to find out more. Take the
next step in alleviating the prob-
lem.
Check out http:www.the-hungersite.or- g
to find out how
you can donate food with the click
of your mouse. Write to your rep-
resentatives in Congress urging
more legislation and funding for
social issues. Volunteer at a local
shelter in." your hometown.
Volunteer with Salvation Army;
People to People .Ministries,
Habitat for Humanity, Wooster
Interfaith Housing or a number of
different agencies in Wooster
dealing with the issue of hunger or
homelessness.
Again, thank you to the entire
campus for making this Hunger
and Homelessness week a suc-
cess. Give a damn!
-- The WVN Executive Board
Letter: Student defends Bush win
To the Editors:
Whoa! That was close! We real-
ly dodged that bullet Do you all
realize that we almost had four
.
years of socialist rule? Do you all
realize that we almost had four
years ' of Chinese rule? '
' 'Thankfully,-however- , we
to vote the strongest way
against Gore, and I did, and it
worked, a
Now, I have heard so many peo-
ple saying "Bush didn't win the
election," and phrases like that
Sony to' say it, but he did. The
electoral college isystem has two
date that the country, as a whole
wanted,
I hear the bitching and
moaning that "Gore won the
popular vote, yes, he did.
However, campaigning in 10
major cities will give you the pop-
ular vote (like Gore did). Bush
campaigned around the
nation highly populat-
ed ' and low populated
places. If you look at
what 'states that Bush
1
won, you see every
" region of the country
wanted Bush. Since life
in the South is different
than life in New England or the
' Midwest, doesn't it make since
' that the country as a whole is rep-
resented? ' The geople may not
' have collectively voted for Bush,
but the country sure. did.
'!
--Malcolm Aalders '02
";
'.. ilggr
Social segregation still a reality
A distinct memory I have of my
southern childhood was sitting in
elementary school between two
African-America- n boys in our
fourth grade class, and looking at
them with the naive eyes of youth.
It wasn't color that struck me first
about these boys, but the prospect of
winning their friendship. And win ;
it I did.
As we grew : older , and
approached junior, high, some-
thing about a white girl hanging
out with a group of black boys
grew less socially acceptable to
both parties, and we, eventually
splintered off into two separate .
groups that remained that way
throughout high school. Looking
across the sea of faces in bur mas-
sive 1 high school cafeteria, a
plethora of races, classes, and
native countries were, represented,
Yes, we were. a. diverse high !
school, boasting a student body
from over eighty countries, but I
was never certain of how valuable
.that diversity was if, we ( didn't s
choose to integrate .ourselves. ....
Surely, I thought, the self-induc- ed '.
segregation tljat we seem to place, v
upon ourselves would change .when I
reach college. ; , . ,. ;
Well, I've been here for almost
two years, and not much has
changed since high school. We are
older, but I'm not sure if we are
ssj."
RrnnA Stinshn
any more open to the idea of vol-
untary integration. As a prospec-
tive I, noticed this, generally
speaking, in Lowry, at social gath-
erings and in the classroom. But
here's the kicker: this unspoken
social decision is not a conscious
one. It is human nature to flock to
a certain group because of similar-
ities in appearance. However, I'm
not sure if the "it's human nature"
excuse justifies unnecessary
social segregation and the conse-
quences that accompany itl ,
I'm not looking for an answer .
here, and perhaps one doesn't exist.
I do, however, think it's important
to be conscious of the fact that we,
as a student body, have'fsdiivprey
to
.
the , media , by --foHowkig ks, ,
example. Do you remember watch-in- g
"Full Honse or 'fesh Prince,' --
and seeing someone, jof .anomec
race enter the set as a major role?
Increasingly, it seems, our society
is settling for the unspoken "sepa-- j
xate but equal? mantra because it's
the easy thing to dq. Attempting Jo.
tackle an issue as large as Vrjited States ,
race relations is quite dntfraidatirig, .
and perhaps an unnecesachore.j ,
The Qolumbine, shoppings,, the.
Lansing, Kansas cross byg.iuid, ,
reports of increased racial violence
worldwide may, however, convince
one otherwise. According to The
HeraM" (Glasgow, Scotland), "Racial
violence, neo-Na- zi crimes, and xeno-
phobia are on the increase in Europe.
... The Internet is also being used
increasingly to disseminate ... hate-fill- ed
ideas to a wide audience. In
1995 there was just one racist website.
By last year, there were 2,100."
John Ashcroft, the conservative
nominee for our next Attorney
General, has even recognized that
America's problem of racial con-
flict hasn't been alleviated.
According to the Associated Press,
at the confirmation hearings for
his nomination to. the Bush cabi-
net he stated: "From racial profil-
ing to news of unwarranted strip
searches, the list of injustice in
America is sdl1 long., ,
, I can't help but question where
this 'jnjusQceistarts. With, the raised
consciousness of, college, students,
.the "first step toward true social
equality might be taken. After all,
we are America's future (legisla-
tors and teachers. Witb pur (belated),
cplebrauon pf Pr Martin, Luther,
(King's, revered dreamchedulel for
next yveek, it's p. good jime, to
jroraeawarrfoux'pahnjalj'' ten--,
dencieSjtp cjose ourselves, off frpmj
those whotlqok different from. us. .
1 Becaa Stinson. is tekt of control)
and is the Assistant Viewpoints
Editor oThe Wooster Voice.
Senior's
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illuminate uncertainties
Last weekend, I CHRIS
packed up my car
and headed back to
Wooster just like most every other
student. But en route, I had what
alcoholics refer to as "a moment
of clarity." I made the somewhat
obvious, yet extremely startling,
observation that this would be the
last time I kiss my parents good-
bye to head for the greener pas-
tures (in both senses of the phrase)
of college life in Wooster.
The multitude of feelings this
revelation brought ran the gamut
from the exhilarating "Only 14
more weeks of class - ever!" to
the utter fear of "Only 14 more
weeks of class - ever!"
After the initial moment passed,
I made another startling realiza-
tion: I'm not sure my four years
here have prepared me adequately
for what lies ahead.
When I arrived in the fall of
1997, I was just an innocent,
unsuspecting, sheltered child,
ready for the uninhibited, diverse
college lifestyle. I had never had a
sip of alcohol. I had never shared
a room with anyone. I had never
stayed up all night to do anything
other than play Tecmo Super
Bowl. I had never met anyone
named Rahul. I had no idea what
direction my life was headed, but
I was sure that before long, I
would have a great idea and be
well on my way to early retire-
ment I was anxious for the oppor-
tunity to make these expectations
a reality.
When I arrived in the spring of
2001, 1 was a less innocent, more
exposed adult still ready for the
uninhibited,
,
iverse
(
college
lifestyle. While most of the above
things have occurred, there is still
an overwhelming feeling of anxi-'et- y
regarding1 where my life is
headed. Here at Wooster, we never
face any serious .feelings, of com-
plete freedom. We are encouraged
to live on campus, eat at the din-
ing halls, and focus every aspect'
of our lives on the four blocks that
comprise campus. This approach
fosters no feeling of independence
becajise there is always someone
.watching oyer every - move on
campus. As independent as col- -
lege is supposed to make us, the
reflections
PCIWFRS administration
and atmosphere
here only rein-
force the parental, watchdog style
we all came here to escape from.
Also, in high school, I was
ready to get out because I felt I
had outgrown the place. I knew
everybody and probably could
have run it myself if I needed to.
Here, the feeling is no different.
The College of Wooster might as
well have slashed enrollment by
half, as small as it seems to me
now. The novelty of a new atmos-
phere has definitely worn off. and
I once again feel like a big fish in
a small pond. While this can be
seen as a triumph over a source of
uncertainty, it also strikes another
chord of fear inside me. Is this
what I have to look forward to?
Fifty more years of routine?
Most distressingly, I still have
no idea what I want to do with
myself. While this feeling may be
common to more studenfs than
just me, it is still a disappointment
to find out that $100,000 hasn't
really gotten me anywhere.
Independent Study has been a
valuable tool for personal growth
and achievement, but what is the
point if I don't have a career in which
to utilize these skills? Shouldn't
there be more emphasis on the
career-preparato- ry aspect of edu-
cation?
I don't really know what I'm
trying to say with this manifesto.
Maybe I am just scared of what 1 ,
know will be another challenge on
the road to happiness. Maybe I am
just bored of the banality that
comes with living anywhere for
four years and am choosing to
express it in this space. Whatever
.
the case, these concerns are legiti-
mate and I worry that the time
spent here will prove to be as
insignificant as who won the ninth
grade spelling bee. More than one
person has told me that these are
the best years of nry life. I'afr try- -
, ing bard to believe jthem, ,but the
apprehension that looms on the
horizon is, at least temporarily,
hard to ignore.
1 Chris Powers is nervously
awaiting graduation and is
Viewpoints Editor 'T" Wooster
Voice.
Features
Woo welcomes returningfaculty
Jill Treftz
Chief Staff Writer
Every semester, a certain num-
ber of College professors escape
the Wooster bubble and pursue
their own research in any number
of international locations, from
Kenya to Croatia to England.
Among this spring's returnees
is Dijana Plestina, an assistant
professor of political science, who
spent her semester in Croatia, ful-
filling her duties as the first lady
of the Balkan country and serving
as a special advisor for land mine
removal to Croatia's foreign
minister.
Plestina, whose husband,
Ivica Racan, the president
of Croatia's Social
Democratic Party, became aprime minister of the coun-
try last January, devoted a
great deal of her time
abroad to traveling.
Although based in Croatia she
spent time in Bosnia-Herzegovin- a,
Denmark, Turkey,
Germany, the Czech Republic,
England, Switzerland, the United
States and Canada.
There were two reasons for the
traveling. First, she was accompa-
nying her husband as the first
lady. And Plestina, as a political
scientist, is a very active first lady.
"Rather than going to museums or
following some first lady proto-
col," she said, "I go to the political
meetings that are held or to the
Attention First Years!
Year One Magazine '
is extending its dead- -
f line for submissions
until Feb. 1. Drop off
, written submissions in
the Writing Center
Intern Drop Box. Art
and photography can !
- be sent to Nathan ;
Wilkinson (C-3174),- :or
leave it in the Writing ,
r . i . Center Office. . i
Remember; $25 prize
j
f for those selected
v
mine action centers or to the State
Department ... I'm in on all the
discussions both political and
economic ... and as a political sci-
entist, it's very interesting."
The second reason is her ongo-
ing work with international mine
action centers, governmental and
non-governme- ntal organizations
dedicated to not only de-mini- ng
the estimated .70 countries around
the world that are polluted with
land mines, but also to increasing
the technological and educational
awareness of the mine problem.
According to Plestina, "a conser--
'Tm in on ail the discus-
sions both political
and economic ... and as
political scientist, it's
very interesting," Dijana
Plestina said.
vati ve estimate of the number of
mines in Croatia is some 600,000
mines.
"My own work and research is
obviously now directed in this
area," she said. "It's a problem
both as a political scientist and as
a human being ... it really has cap-
tured my energy and attention and
care." ...
Her work in mine action entails
a great deal of lobbying for sup-
port and awareness, both for the
victims of land mines and for
technology used in the de-mini- ng
process. The de-mini- ng technolo-
gy today is largely the same tech-
nology that was used 50 years
ago. According to Plestina, at the
current level of technological
development, "It would take tover !
.1,000 years to de-mi- ne the
- world." The technology, is too
slow and too expensive to be
effective, so Plestina is work-
ing in coordination with the
Canadian government's mine
action center to establish a
center for the testing of new
de-mini- ng technology near
Obrovac, Croatia. The, center is
' built
.
near a field planted with
' l.OOO land mines .on which the
hew technology will be tested. "
fr .' She is also working to create a
; set of rules that would regulate not ;,
only the de-mini- ng process itself
but also create safety procedures
for the de-min- ers and establish a
methodology for training the dogs
used in unearthing mines.
Plestina plans to continue rais-
ing international awareness of
mine action during her time in the
United States. She will be speak-
ing to various groups throughout
the semester, both in an academic
and non-academ- ic context,
including a speech at Harvard
University's Kennedy School of
Public Policy in April.
Other professors returning
from leave include:
--Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Judith Amburgey-Peter- s,
who spent her semester at
the Ohio State University's
College of Pharmacy in . the
Division of Medicinal Chemistry
and Pharmacognosy, working on
.
vitamin A derivatives that could
prove useful as anti-canc- er agents
for breast tumors.
Associate Professor of
English Jennifer Hayward, who
was on a loose leave a special
leave given to professors who
need extra time to complete a
project She is trying to find a
publisher to bring a nineteenth-centur- y
woman's travel narrative,
titled "A Journal of Residence in
Chile in 1824" back into print,
and spent her leave in Wooster
and London, reading the author's
letters at the Bodleian Library in
Oxford. She will take a faculty
leave to Mexico next year.
Assistant Professor of
English Tom Prendergast, who
spent his leave in Wooster revis-
ing the manuscript of a book he is
writing! He spent the summer !
months in England doing research
at Westminster Abbey.
Assistant Professor of
Sociology Randolph Quaye,
who led 15 students fromo
Wooster and one from Oberlin
on the Wooster in Kenya pro-
gram. ' 'As program director,- -
.
Quaye taught two of. the stu-
dents fouj classes, arranged j
for internships, travej
'throughout several . West .
African countries' and two-we- ek ,
stays withj families in Nairobi nd
rural Kenya.'
. j . i r ! i f ! ) i : . j
Editors: Leila Atassi & Molly McKinney
Ice fishing heats up
L
Mosquito Creek at the Mosquito Lake State Park near
Cortland, Ohio, is partially
fishing.
Dan Shortridge
Staff Writer
Buckets, poles, shacks and
shanties are dotting the solid sur
face of --Lake Erie as Ohio's ice
fishing season heats up, and state
officials say it'll be the best sea
son in at least a decade.
Ice fishing activity in recent
years has been short-live-d, but
this year may be a bonus," said
Doug Johnson, a Department of
Natural Resources fishery biolo
gist. Ice form at ion got an
early start with some constant
frigid temperatures in
December." " '
Hundreds . of hardy fisher- -
men crowd the ice every year
in search of Erie's most popu-
lar sport fish walleye and
yellow perch spinning tales
and reels,, working to bring the
fish up? through" the often-treach- -1
erous ice.. -
But the sport isn't limited to
just the experienced' anglers.
Licensed ice-fishi- ng guides are
plying their trade on rivers and
lakes, across the state, taking
novice, and first-tim- e adventurers
out to solid spots known to hold
the-- , weight of fishing folk and
their equipment
. ;
jThfij ice can be a dangerous
opponent for many first-tim- e ..
"fishermen. Over the last several
years,, the U.S. Coast Guard has
had, fo, rescue many anglers from
,
photo courtesy of the ohio
' Department of Natural Resources
frozen over and prime for ice
ice floes-aft- er cracks developed
" and split the surface.
But despite the dangers, many
anglers are enthusiastic about this
season. . "
Johnson said most anglers
use hooks .or spoons with live
' minnows to catch the eye
and mouth -- of walleyes, and
"perch spreaders" with min
nows for yellow perch; jig
gling the devices just above
the bottom. v
f "Successful anglers are landing
walleyes in a variety of sizes,
ranging from 13 to 28 inches," he
said. "A few limit catches are
being reported as well."
.
But not all fish can be legal
ly caught and kept. The
endangered, cold-wat- er stur
geon are one example: they
must be immediately released
back into the. water after weigh
ing. ' -
.
"
Two weeks ago, a Brunswick
angler pulled up a 5-foot-- long,
40-pou-
nd sturgeon off Catawba
Island near Port Clinton. It took
him 45 minutes to pull the fish up
through the ice. - ' (
...
.
"It is unusual that he hooked a
sturgeon in the first place, and
even more extraordinary that he
'
could land it through 'the ice
because of its enormous power
and size." DNR biologist David
Davies said. : 'Xv'o-- .
y" For a list of licensed fishing
guides, call 800-WILDU- FE. ...
IA
Shopping, hockey make Columbus an exciting day trip
Molly McKinney
Features Editor
We've only just returned to
campus from a very generous
month-lon- g break, but already
signs of boredom are setting in. If
you are one of those searching for
something to do, and if you have a
car or knows someone who does,
then try a trip to Columbus on for
size.
Our very own state capital,
Columbus offers a little some-
thing for everyone, whether it's
arts, entertainment, shopping or
sporting events. Here are just a
few of the many activities a little
over an hour from Wooster.
Easton Town Center
Columbus has begun adding to
the new trend of bringing the
shops out of the eighties mall
atmosphere with its creation of
Easton Town Center. Just off of I-2- 70
on the east side of town,
Easton is a developing mini-cit- y
that boasts shopping, dining,
entertainment, two upscale hotels
and luxury apartments for upper-cla- ss
living. Here are some of the
perks mat Easton has to offer.
Shopping -- -
You'll find both indoor and out-
door shopping at Easton.
Outdoors on the Town Square are
shops like Abercrombie & Fitch
and Pottery Barn. There is also a
Virgin Records Megas tore, where
you can listen to all of the recent
releases, and a giant two-sto- ry
Barnes & Noble with a built-i- n
Starbucks cafeV
A giant glass-ceiling- ed build-
ing, Easton Station, is home to
more shopping. Easton Station
The Columbus Blue Jackets are
teams in 2000-200- 1.
houses traditional favorites like
Bath and Body Works and
Victoria's Secret, as well as the
upscale Steve Madden Shoes and
the unique Broken Arrow
Accents.
Further down the road and in a
more strip-ma- ll like atmosphere,
shoppers can find such large
stores "as Old Navy, Gaylen's
Sporting Goods and Bed, Bath
and Beyond. This area is not cur-
rently connected to the Town
Square area, but will be soon.
Easton is continuing to add new
stores, including Nordstrom and
Lazarus, both of which will both
open this summer.
Entertainment '
Easton Station is also home to
A retired Wooster ' Presbyterian
'professor has penned were
Witherspoon's views on virtue and Christian piety were key 1
' in the formation of the fledgling American nation. !
A Presbyterian minister, Witherspoon was born and
i raised in Scodand, coming to America in 1768 to teach at !
i and lead the university that isvnow Princeton.' He was
extremely influential in his new country, teaching many '
jrt 111 l FV V M
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one of only two NHL expansion
The Funny Bone Comedy Club
and GameWorks, a giant arcade.
The Funny Bone has nightly live
comedy acts as well as dinner
available both before and during
the shows.
GameWorks offers both tra-
ditional and electronic gam-
ing, from billard tables to
Nascar driving games to a vir-
tual rollar coaster ride that
turns you upside-dow- n.
Gameworks is open to all before
1 1 p.m., and to only those 21 and
over until close. Also inside of
Easton Station is a 30 screen
movie theater with a wide range
of films and loveseat-styl- e seat-
ing.
If you're looking for exciting
nightlife, then try the Casbah.
With the same name as a popular
eighties song, the Casbah features
a state of the art sound system,
dance floors, and VIP room. The
Casbah is open on Fridays and
Saturdays from 9 p.m. to 2:30
a.m.
Dining
Easton offers a large selection
of restaurants, ranging from casu-
al chain-typ- e restaurants like
Johnny Rockets and Panera
Bread, to the Irish pub Fado and
P.F. Chang's China Bistro. Two of
the most popular restaurants are
The Cheesecake Factory and The
Ocean Club.
The Cheesecake Factory is the
newest opening in the 29-restau-r- ant
chain and the first to open in
Ohio. They offer a stylish decor
and unique cuisine, as well as a
large variety of cheesecake fla-
vors. Open for lunch and dinner,
as well as their famous Sunday
brunch, the portions at The
Cheesecake Factory are so gener-
ous that it's best to get the cheese-
cake to go.
The Ocean Club is a more
expensive and formal restau-
rant, with dinner prices in the
twenties, but offers a unique
dining experience. The decor
and architecture of the restaurant
gives an aquatic feel, allowing
patrons an underwater-lik- e dining
experience. Their menu, as well as
menos for the other Easton restau-
rants, is located at the Easton
website.
Directions
From Wooster Take 1-- 71 South
to 1-2- 70 East towards Wheeling.
The Easton exit is about ten min
Former profpens book on Revolutionary
Dan Shortridge : -- . "
Staff Writer a new .biography of
John Witherspoon, a
former Princeton University president and the only minister
to sign the Declaration of Independence.
In the book, published last fall. Mercer Professor of
Religious Studies Emeritus Gordon Tait argued that
'
ministers in the years before formal seminaries
established and serving as moderator at the first
national gathering of the American Presbyterian Church.
'"He would say that the truly pious person needs to be
' rephcated by the thousands, even millions, if we are to have
a virtuous society," Tait said. "And 'we must have a virtu- -'
ous society if America is to be strong."
'
; In his famous sermon before signing the Declaration in
'
-- 1776, Witherspoon said, "It is the person of piety and
inward principle that we 'may expect to find the
uncbrrupted patriot, the useful citizen, and the invih- -
cible soldier.
In his book, titled The Piety of John Witherspoon: Pew,
Pulpit, 'and Public Forum," Tait examines Witherspoon's
7
utes away and will take you
directly into the shopping area.
For more information visit
www.Eastontowncenter.com.
The Columbus Blue Jackets
The newest developmental
project in Columbus, the
Nationwide Arena District is
the area around Nationwide
Arena, home to the NHL fran-
chise The Columbus Blue
Jackets. Nationwide Area waa
completed this past summer for
the Blue Jacket's inaugural sea-
son, constructed primarily for
hockey and promising an excel-
lent view from every seat in the
house.
Outside of the arena is a giant
screen television, where games
are broadcast to those in the Arena
District but not attending the
games.
The Columbus Blue Jackets is
one of only two expansion NHL
teams this season, and it already
off to an impressive start. Tickets
to the games are still available,
and run from $20-$6- 5. A com-
plete schedule can be found
online, and tickets can be pur-
chased at the box office or any..
Ticketmaster.
Also located in Nationwide
Arena are The Blue Line team
store, where you can buy all kinds
of Blue Jacket apparel, as well as
some other NHL team products,
and the CoreComm Ice Haus,
which is the team's practice rink.
CoreComm offers free viewings
of open team practices a few days
each month, as well as open skat-
ing and lessons.
For more information visit
www.BlueJackets.com.
minister
personal faith, while most other biographies have focused
on his politics and role as an educator.
"What makes Witherspoon so important for the
21st century is his understanding that spirituality it
not just personal and private,, it is also very practi-
cal," Tait said.
Like the College, Tait himself has strong ties to the
Presbyterian Church. The son of a minister, he was honored
in 1992 by the national church's General Assembly for his
work in higher education in and continues to serve as a lec-
turer and preacher in the locaj Presbytery..
Tait began teaching at Wooster in 1956 and, stayed here
for 35 years, serving as chair of1 the Religious Studies
Department three times.
A KTS F.NTFKTATNMF.NT 8
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Juried Art Exhibit honors students to J
Naomi Kresge
EDirOR-lS-ClU- EF
The first-ev- er Five Colleges of
Ohio Juried Ait Exhibit will open
in the College Art Museum this
Monday. The exhibit features 46
works of art, including nine pieces
by Wooster stu- -
dents
Award-winnin- g
entries in
the juried
exhibit includ-
ed "Loss of
Self by
Heather
Greenwell '02
and an untitled
piece by Jenny
Shaffer '03.
Juror and
University of
A k r o n
Emeritus
Professor ofArt
and Cleveland-are- a
artist Don
Harvey chose a
Total of two
Juror's Awards :
.
and three Merit Awards out of
over 140 exhibit entries.
"The pieces I selected have a
level of unity and a sense of self-identi- ty
that make them seem
clear and confident, Harvey said
in his juror's statement
"We had so much fun doing
this, Art Museum Director and
event coordinator Kathleen
McManus Zurko said. The event,
originally suggested by drawing
instructor and museum preparator
Doug McGlumphey, was first pre
sented to the faculty for consider-
ation in September 1999.
Zurko called the event more of
an educational than competitive
experience for students. "This is
what I consider a pre-professio- nal
experience. It's not just whether
you get in or not, but that they'll
:- .- -
.
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PHOTO by Ben Spieldenner
Heather Greenwell's '02 award-winnin- g piece "Loss of Self."
be able to see their peers work," ;
she said.
"We'll tweak it of course, but
hopefully we can do this every
other year," she said.
She said the Wooster Art
Museum is perfectly suited in
both size and staffing to support
the program. ' The - Art
Department hopes to see
Wooster continue to- - host the
exhibition. '' ' ; 1 - ' :
- ' Other - award-winne- rt were
"With Broom" by Jasin Lifshin of
--
'.
f ' i ' ',' --f --" i -- i '
Ohio Wesleyan University, "The
Gray Coat" by Amy Greco of
Oberlin College, and an untitled
piece by Agnes J. Moon of
Oberlin. Exhibition submissions
and selections -- include sculpture,
prints, drawings photography
and mixed media.
Pieces
were required
to come from --
students
enrolled in an
art class at
one of the
Five Colleges
of Ohio.
Participating
- schools were
Denison
University,
K e n y on
College,Oberlin
College, Ohio
Wesleyan
University
and' The
College of
Wooster.
'
With 39
entries, Wooster students con-
tributed the largest single group
of the submissions.
The exhibit is scheduled to run
from Jan. 22 to March 4. An
opening reception and award
recognition will be' held on Feb. 9
from 5-- 7 p.m. The reception and
the exhibit are both free and open '
to the public. v --
i Regular museum hours
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Monday through JFriday --t from
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In the f.l.T Trsf.lc" director
Steven SoJerberch attempts to
show the many aspects of
America's complex drug prob-
lem. Soderbergh follows the
exploits of newly appointed
drug czar Robert Wakefield
(Michael Douglas) as he
attempts to prepare American
law -- enforcement to stop drug
traffic. As he does this, howev-
er, his .daughter becomes:
increasingly dependent on
cocaine. Don Cheadle and Luis
Guzman play undercover DEA
agents whose deal with a lower-lev- el
smuggler helps them take",
down wealthy California drug
trafficker Carlos Aval a. And
Catherine Zeta-Jone- s flays
Ayala's wife who must come to
gr's v ' ' the 1 .". j a cf her
' 'I J"s s 1 ' ;
ion
r
Wan
particularly Douglas a.-- . J Zeta-Jone- s,
carry the film. Also
excellent are Julia Shies' as
Douglas cocaine-addle- d
daughter, Cheadle and
Guzman.
The film, also succeeds in
portraying the complicated
nature of the drug problem and
the near impossibility of win-- --
ning the war on drugs. Each
branch of law enforcement
must deal with several over-
whelming obstacles in its path
The Mexican force is rife with
corruption; Douglas' convic-
tions are undermined by his
daughter's drug use, and
Cheadle slowly comes to the
realization that in taking down
one cartel, he is only making
others stronger.
One scene in particular suc-
ceeds in p rtrrWrg tl i con-f- V
' i :: :; vhl.': 1 't
(111!
see youf favorite album on the Top Ten list? :;
some input next time?
; t? Write for, A&E this semester!!
: 1 -- David Pow6M --X6890 dpowelf 7 1 ; - - -
Top Ten Albums of 2000, from
O U2
"All That You Can't
Leave Behind"
This monumental album is
packed with hits in the tradition of
"The Joshua Tree" with U2 mix-
ing their 80s guitar sound with the
electronic sound they experiment-
ed with in the 90s. In a year of
pop music dominated by teen
artists, U2 showed the world they
are still the lords of pop, filling --
their songs with the meaning that
other millenium music has
lacked. '
0 Radiohead
"Kid A"
Once described as "music to cut
your wrists to," Radiohead makes
a comeback with their critically
acclaimed "OK Computer." The
noise symphony that ensues
leaves the listener with a feeling
that pop music can be credible.
Radiohead has once again made
Beginning Friday
Cinemork
Movies 10
Snatch (NA)
,
Antitrust (PG-1- 3)
Finding Forrester (PG-1- 3)
Save the Last Dance (PG-1- 3)
Thirteen Days (PG-1- 3)
Traffic (R) ..
Cast Away (PG-1- 3)
Miss Congeniality (Pg-1-3)
The Family Man (PG-1- 3)
What Women Want (PG-1- 3)
their presence known to a world
of prepubescent rock stars.
O Eminem
"The Marshall
Mathers LP"
Eminem's second album stirred
monstrous controversy over the
last year. Attempts to vilify the
rapper backfired, justifying his
violent and twisted lyrics in the
minds of many. The ajbum has
permently altered rap music and
challenged what is acceptable as
freedom of expression.
Madonna
"Music"
Madonna redefined her image
and musical style again this year.
In addition to producing the hit
single "Music," the album proves
Madonna has an eclectic range of
musical talent which demands
more respect than just a "Material
Girl."
at
(1:05) 4:35, 7:40, 10:35
(1:20)4:40,7:20,9:45
(1:15)4:10,7:25, 10:20
(1:35)4:20,7:45, 10:20
(1:10)4:00, 7:05, 10:15 --
(1:00)4:05, 7;l6, 10:00 ; 1
(12:55)3:55,7:00, 10:05-(1:30- )
4:45, 7:30, 9:55" i
(1:25) 4:30,7:35,10:25'
(1:40)4:25, 7:15,10:10
i i
i :
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Sorry, no passes
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5:00 pjn. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call 345-87- 55
O David Gray
"White Ladder"
The second CD from this
British Pop-fol- k singer finally
establishes his presence to an
American audience. With the hit
single "Babylon" to the title track
"White Ladder," Gray blends a
smooth style with gentle vocals
that only enhance the CD's
thoughtful lyrics. A definite
album for some gentle groovin' or
simple relaxing.
Pearl Jam
"Binaural"
After too long a break for its
hardcore fans, "Binaural" brought
Pearl Jam back on tour. The
album fits perfectly in the band's
continually good repetoire. And
with the break-u- p of the
Smashing Pumpkins, Pearl Jam is
one of the last bands to hold the
grunge torch from the early 90s.
O Elliot Smith
"Figure 8"
After his breakthrough on the
"Good Will Hunting" soundtrack
with songs like "Miss Misery"
and "Between the Bars," Smith
returns with another hit CD, his
fifth studio album. Originally a
smalltime indie rocker. Smith's
style is simple with soft vocals,
guitar rythms and reminscent
lyrics. He sways between being
nakedly honest and distantly
; --rational. -
O j. Aimee Mann , .
'
"Bachelor 2"
Fisrt noticed for doing the
soundtrack of "Magnolia,"
Jan. 19
Friday Film Series
"The Suburbans' .
Mateer Aud. 7:30 p?rh.'
Madonna
Pearl Jam's "Binaural"
The Wooster Voice's sixth album of the year. Pearl Jam 's
"Binaural, " which included hit song "Nothing as it Seems. "
Mann's album of mostly new
material provided a fresh sound in
the first year of the millenium.
Her music is beautiful and bril-
liantly unique. The lyrics of this
particularly strong writer should
help her maintain her career in the
future.
D'Angelo
"VooDoo"
Five years after "Brown Sugar"
D'Angelo released a classic R&B
album. The album brought origi-
nality to sea --of redundant R&B.
The artist expresses a strong di sat-
isfaction with the world but does-
n't give up on iLj pointing out the.
positive things in life as well.
Jan. 19
: Beth Wood
Mom's Truck Stop
'
' 9p.irl.i-10:30p.- m.
t ' ' ! " '; i ;
.
to Eminem
Dido
'No Angel'
Dido uses her beautiful voice in
a unique style which incorporates
Sarah McLachlan and Sinead
O'Connor. The songs are power-
ful but put the mind as peace at
the same time. The album was. of
course, boosted by the success of
Dido's deut with Eminem on his
"Marshall Mathers LP."
This list was compiled by the
Voice staff. It tries to reflect
more than the personal tastes
. of the staff, supporting albums,
f which have had musical influ-- ,
i ence this past year and will in
the future.
J
Jan! to'
Saturday Film Series
, ,
"Dogma''
Mateer Aud. 8:30 p.m. $1
ill':'.
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Bo-sto-
n College's quest for i- -. rect lasted urd'A La!..in-.- e against
Duke tl.e nation's premiere prcjrara last Tuesday. The Eagles
were alr.ie to keep within four pol.v.s after the Hrst half before being
buried by Duke in the first few minutes of the second half. The
Eagles had a national ranking and a 12-- 2 record, earned with a
cushy early schedule, before facing the mighty Blue Devils at home
in the noisiest stadium in collece ball. The Blue Devils, who are .
second in the country with a 93.8 scoring average, shot 70 percent
f in the second half behind Carlos Boozer and Shane Battier, who
s both scored 22. -- .. '
. Frusturated by Duke's trash-talkin- g point guard Jason Williams,.,
i BC forward Kenny Walls threw a forearm at Williams with one sec--
ond left, almost starting a fight with Duke Coach Krzyzewski.
I Duke has now won six straight games.
I
I Sports Briefs compiled by staff writer Josh Pantesco
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Swimming sweeps at tri-me- et
Rob Mauro
Staff Writer
The well-reste- d members of
Wooster's swimming teams had to
return from their winter respites
early, but it was worth it as both
teams swam in a hugely success-
ful meet on Jan. 13 at-Oberl-in.
The women scored 123 points,
besting host team Cberlin College
(60), and Case Western Reserve
University (54) at the tri-me- et- '
The competition was a bit
tighter on the Wooster men's side,
with the men edging out the Case
Western Spartans 87-8- 4.
For the Wooster women, Jessica
Ritchie '02 led the way. She took
Ray re-sig- ns with AFL Rampage
Proliferation ofalternative leagues continues with debut ofXFL
Ben Mitchell
Assistant Sports Editor
' Reggie Ray '00, who was a
three-tim-e All-Americ- an on the
Scot track team as well as a three-tim-e
all-confere- nce selection in
football, recently resigned to play
another year with the Grand
Rapids Rampage of the Arena
Football League. .- -
Ray first signed - with the
Rampage after Cleveland Browns '
scouts, impressed with his per--..
formance in the 40 yard dash, rec-
ommended him to the Grand
Rapids Rampage of the AFL.
Last season, Ray totaled four
receptions for 56 yards, including
a touchdown. Ray also tied for a :
team-hig- h three- - tackles in the
Rampage's 57-1- 4 playoff loss to '
Nashville.. ''
"I am not surprised that Reggie ;
is having this kind of success and :
opportunities," said Wooster Head
" Coach Mike Schmitz, who was1
Ray s offensi ve coordinator while-h- e
was at1 Wooster. "The com-petiven- ess
of getting to the NFL is
self-evide- nt, but there are very
: few players even at that level with
' is kind of speed." ' ' ' :
'' i Arena League Football could
very well be Ray's springboard to
the NFL; However, there are oihct
possible 'avenues for Ray to pur-Su- e.'
-- The1 newly formed XFL --is
;'6ne! possiblity. - The league was
c created when NBC- - tostJ out on
rights to' televise NFL games; the
first in the 50 freestyle (25.53)
and 100 backstroke (1:02.02).
Other individual winners were
Jenny Bayuk '03 in the 100
breaststroke (1:08.32), Jody Bray
'03 in the 500 freestyle (5:27.11)
and Sanya Tarasenkov '04 in the
.. 100 freestyle (57.06).
On the men's side, Wes Bennett
'01 posted wins in the 50 freestyle
(21.91) and the 100 freestyle
(49.38). Jim Gilchrist 04 also
made excellent contributions,
securing first place in the 200
individual medley, (2:05.7 1 ).
Bennett also teamed with Mike
Moore '04, Eric Knauss 02 and
Dale Edwards '01 to win the 200
freestyle relay (1:29.81).
network's solution was to create
their own league. Vince
McMahon,' the founder of the
World Wrestling Federation, was
hired to be the chairman of the
XFL. Needless to say, the XFL is
not being taken seriously.
However, the league has a definite
appeal.
Not unlike wrestling, there will
be "good teams" and "bad teams."
Teams will have certain types of
players and "characters.
Cheerleaders will be a large part
of the production, as they are
being encouraged to date players.
To top it all off, Minnesota Gov.
Jesse Ventura will be a play-bypl- ay
man for the league.
Apparently, his governing duties ,
leave Ventura with enough free
time to become the XFL's answer .
to the WWFs Jerry "The King" :
Lawler. As much criticism as the
XFL has taken, people will watch --
it It's football and that's enough ;
for most. i i
Bball cont'dfirmp. 12
passed the ball well and got a lot
of open shots. I was just fortunate
enough to make them," he said. '
' Reynolds' added 19, Gaubatz
' had1 15, and Nelson had another
'double-doubl- e with 11 points and
11 boards. '. ' ' - -- .
1 While Coach Moore again said
the Terriers were better than their
The team's next meet takes
place on Saturday, Jan. 20.
Wooster will travel to Delaware,
Ohio, for-- a battle against league
foe Ohio Wesleyan University
starting at 1 p.m.
Last year, the Scots swept Ohio
Wesleyan with the men winning
124-8- 6 and the women outscoring
the Battling Bishops 146-7- 3.
The swim teams are also gear-
ing up for the NCAC champi-
onships, which begin Feb. 7 in
Canton, Ohio. The women will
be looking to challenge national
powerhouses . Kenyon and
Denison, while the men will try to
improve upon their fifth-pla- ce
finish last year. '
) -
V - -- . I
File Photo
Reggie Ray '00
:It may become a sort of minor
.league for the NFL, 'and could
; very well be the next step for Ray
should he choose to leave the
Rampage.
record indicated, Thompson
- offered another explanation for
1 the close game. "You don't like to
look ahead, but you know every-
body was, at least a little bit," he
said.; 3'- - .:
The Scots visit rival Wittenberg
on Saturday to try to improve their
114-- 1 (7-- 0 NCAC) record. The
Tigers are 5--1 in the NCAC, and
11-- 2 overall.
.1
i
r
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Women's basketball blows early season momentum
Longest losing streak in school history climbs to eight games, Scots' record falls to 3-1-1
Courtney Davison '03 drives the
Tom Canfield
Staff Wrtter
While students were away cele-
brating the holidays elsewhere.
The College of Wooster women's
basketball team was trying to
improve on a promising start to
the 2000-200-1. Unfortunately for
the Scots, the end of December
and the New Year brought them
misfortune.
With a 3--4 record through the
! first part of the season, there was
. reason to be excited about this
year's team. The Scots had been ,
competitive in all of their games,
. including an away contest against
I Wooster also reached the champi-- i
onship rounds of the Mount St
Joseph's Tournament and the Nan
7J- - '
File Photo
ball downcourt.
Nichols Tournament However,
the Scots then faced a 20 day lull
before their next series of games.
But when Wooster took the
court again they dropped seven
games in a row, the team's longest
losing streak since the 1993-199- 4
season. The Scots record now
stands at a paltry 3-- 11 (1-- 7
NCAQ.
The bleeding started Dec. 29 in
Claremont Calif., as the Scots
dropped a 69-6- 0 decision to
Claremont-Mudd-Scripp- s
Colleges, a team comprised of
athletes , from . Claremont
McKenna College, Harvey Mudd
College and Scripps College. .
"It was our first game back
from a really long break and it
really showed," Head Coach Lisa
CampaneU Komara said. "It was
very difficult playing out west.
The officiating was extremely dif-
ferent Our players were frustrated
and confused in how to make the
adjustments."
Wooster trailed CMS by 10 at
halftime, as the Scots managed
only 30 points playing without
injured guard Stephanie Woodruff
02. The Athenas broke open the
' game in the second half with a 20--9
run, which proved too much for
the Scots to overcome. Forward
Nara DeJesus '03 added her fifth
double-doubl- e of the season with
19 points and 11 rebounds.
Forward Morgan
Ramsdell '01 contin-
ued
"It
her resurgent sea-
son,
a really
finishing with 10
showed,points and 12 boards,
her third double-doub- le Lisa
game of the sea-
son.
theCMS won the
game at the foul line,
shooting 20 for 25, while Wooster
struggled, converting just 5 of 14
attempts. A late 19-- 8 run made the
final score more respectable.
The Scots tried to rebound on
Dec. 30 in Orange, Calif., against
the Chapman University Panthers.
Wooster played even with the
Panthers for the majority of the
first half, up until about 3 minutes
remaining, when Chapman
oiitscored the Scots 14-- 2. The
Panthers didn't hesitate in the sec-
ond half, as CU scored 1 1 of the
first 13 points of the second half
to open up an insurmountable
lead. Wooster was a cold 29 per-
cent from the floor, and an even
colder 23 percent in the second .
half, while the Panthers finished
at SO percent for the game.
DeJesus had one of her toughest
days in a Wooster uniform, scor-in- g
a career-lo- w four points.
Guard Michaelyn Brunnef '03
. scored 1 1 points to lead the Scots.
"We really struggled offensive- - '
ly in this game," said Komara.
"Once they shut down Nara, we
. didn't have anyone stepping up."
With the .California trip in the
books, Wooster returned to action
on Jan. 5 in Gambier against con-
ference rivaj Kenyon .College.
.The Ladies jumped, on the Scots
early, taking a commanding 21-- 7
lead. However, Wooster battled
back to within six points at half-tim- e.
The shots were falling from
behind the arc all night for the
Scots, who made 10 of 22
attempts. The hot shooting
enabled Wooster to grab a 67-5- 6
lead, with just under seven min-
utes to go in regulation, and
seemed poised to snap the three-gam- e
losing streak.
However, cold shooting
doomed the Scots, as they man-
aged only seven points in the final
minutes. On the other side.
was our first game back from
long break and it really
" Wooster Head Coach
CampaneU Komara said of
Scots' Dec. 29 loss.
Kenyon exploded for 24 points
during this same time period,
resulting in an 80-7- 4 victory for
the Ladies.
Point guard Joci Hom '01 led
Wooster with a career-hig- h 22
points. Her six three pointers
broke Woosters school record for
three point field goals in one
game. Brunner continued her
. strong play winding up with 14
points, shooting four for eight
from three-poi- nt land.
Whatever hopes the Scots had
for their next game against Ohio
Wesleyan against whom they,
had lost a hard-foug- ht meeting
earlier in the season were
squelched when. the two teams
! met in Wooster on Jan. 6. The
Scots ran into a buzzsaw in the
form, of the 'two-tim-e defending
conference champions, posting an
88-4- 8 loss. The defeat was
i
. ,; ,
I.' a. ! : :
Wooster's worst home loss in
school history.
Wooster shot a season-lo- w 28
percent from the flxr while the
Battling Bishops reeled off first
half rins of 9-- 0. and 18-- 4. taking
a 45-2- 4 lead into the break. OWU
never let the Scots back in it after
halftime, sealing their victory. Nut
Wooster player finished with dou-
ble figures.
Denison University hosted the
Scots on Jan. 10. Wooster had
upset the Big Red on Dec. 5 after
keeping the game close through-
out and taking the lead in the final
minutes. This time, how
ever. Denison took con-
trol from the get-g-o and
dominated a Scot team
without veteran guards
Horn and Woodruff.
Taking advantage of 23
Scot turnovers, the Big
Red was off and run-
ning, leading by 16 at the inter-
mission, and cruised to a 76-5- 5
victory against an inexperienced
Wooster lineup.
The Scots' best chance to snap
their then-si- x game losing streak
came when Wooster hosted the
last place Oberlin College
Yeowomen last Monday. The lead
changed hands multiple times in
the opening minutes, and the
Yeowomen only led by eight at
the half.
Oberlin took advantage of the
short Wooster lineup, shooting 53
percent from the floor in the sec-
ond half, and pulled away from
the Scots for a 91-6- 8 victory.
Last night, the Scots fell to
Hiram 76-7- 2 in their eighth
straight loss. Wooster will attempt
to salvage the remainder of their
season when they take on
Wittenberg at home on Saturday.
believe?;
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- e ii t'.e It ingii curve bull, high fiber, good scotch
n-- t v (f Susan Sontag are' self -- indulgent, overrated
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Men' s bball continues dominance; record at 14-- 1
Chrs Powers
Viewpoints Editor
Although many college-relate- d
individuals and facilities were
shut down during winter break, it
was business as usual for the
men's basketball team. The Scots
were busy over the winter break,
playing seven games and winning
ix of them.
Wooster matched the best start
in school history at 11-- 0 before
dropping a tough road game to
Savannah College of Aft &
Design. Following the defeat, the
Scots recovered to beat three
straight conference opponents.
On Dec, 9, Wooster traveled to
Westminster College for a non-confere- nce
affair. The Scots beat
Westminster 88-7- 5 to improve to
7-- 0 on the year. Antwyan
Reynolds '02 led all scorers with a
career-hig- h 29 points, Matt Smith
'03 scored 20 and Bryan Nelson
'03 added 16 points and 12
rebounds.
Following a layoff for finals,
Wooster visited Hiram on Dec.
-.-17. The Terriers hung tough in the
first half, trailing just 34-2- 7 at
halftime, but Wooster pulled away
for a 78-5- 8 victory. Reynolds
again had a stellar performance,
.
. scoring 18 points to lead five
Scots in double figures. .
Two nights later, Wooster
returned home to face Denison,
another NCAC foe. Reynolds had
20 points and five assists as
Wooster abused the Big Red to the
tune of 111-5- 7. Of the 13 Scots
who saw action, 12 scored,
including' six others with 10 or
more. The victory pushed the
Scots to 9-- 0 overall and 4-- 0 in the
- ncac. :
: On Dec. 29, Wooster hosted the
Mose HoleKiwanis Classic, a
four-tea-m tournament featuring
the second-ranke- d Scots, No. 3
and defending national champion
Calvin, No. 8 Chicago, and Case
Western Reserve. In the opener,
Chicago topped Calvin 73-7- 1 to
advance to the finals against the
winner of the second game. In that
game, Wooster rolled to an 83-5- 6
win over 7 tneSpartans.
Reynolds was
leading scorer for
the fourth straight
game, this time
with 22 points.
Nelson contributed
14 points and eight
- rebounds, and Nate
Gaubatz '01 added
11 points and five
assists.
The next day
Wooster matched
up with Chicago in
the marquee game
of the tournament
What many antici-
pated to be a dog-
fight turned into a
laugher as the
Scots pummeled
the Maroons 89-5- 7.
Gaubatz paced
the squad with 21
points and Steve
Thompson '01
poured in . 20,
including four of
five three-poi- nt
shots. Reynolds
continued his solid
play with 12 points
and eight assists
and Smith scored
11 points.
Head Coach
Steve Moore was
obviously pleased
with his team's
effort. "I do
believe that
Chicago suffered a letdown after ;
beating Calvin, but I can't take
anything away from our team," he
said of Wooster's third consecu-
tive Mose Hole championship.
Gaubatz was named
Tournament Most Valuable Player
and Reynolds was named defen--
0
f -
c
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Nate Gaubatz '01 posts it up against Earlham.
sive MVP. Joining the duo on the
all-tournam- ent team were
Thompson and Brad Henderson
and Derek Reich of Chicago.
Calvin defeated Case 86-6- 0 in
the consolation game.
On Jan. 8, Wooster competed in
its final non-conferen- ce game, a
File Photo
road contest at
Savannah. ' At the
time, the Scots
" were 11-- 0 and
ranked No. 2 in the
D3hoops.com
nationwide, poll.
The Bees were
looking to avenge
a 67-6- 6 setback to
Wooster in the season--
opening Al
V an W i e
Tournament in
Tim k e n
Gymnasium. ... The
Bees jumped out to
an early lead and
went into halftime
leading 42-3- 0.
Savannah with-
stood a furious
Scot rally and
overcame a career-hig- h
32 points by
Reynolds to defeat
Wooster 83-7- 8.
Marcus Ross and
Laheeb Abdullah
led the Bees with
25 and 23 points,
respectively.
For the Scots,
Gaubatz had 10
points and Nelson
had 10 points and
nine rebounds in a
' losing effort.
"We didn't have
our best perform- -
ance, but their play
; certainly had a lot
to do with that,"
Moore said. "We certainly didn't
like it, but we learned from it and
hope to become a better team as a
result," he added. .;
The Scots rebounded on Jan. 10'
with an easy 97-7- 2 triumph over
Kenyon to extend the longest
active home winning streak in all
levels of NCAA basketball to 40
games. - Thompson had a huge
night, torching the Lords for
seven treys on his way to a career-be- st
26 points. Nelson also had a
good game with 24 points and 10
rebounds.
Last Saturday, Wooster went to
Wabash and beat the Little Giants
100-7- 5. Six Scots scored in dou-
ble digits, led by 18 from Rodney
Mitchell '04. Gaubatz, Smith,
Thompson; Nelson and Brian
Carlisle '02 were the others.
Reynolds was happy the team
was able to come back. "People
had some questions about us after
we lost," he said. "It was good to
be able to string together a couple
of wins."
Last night, the Scots were able
to hold off a pesky Hiram team for
a 97-8- 1 victory. Before the game,
Moore said that hewas "very con-
cerned" about Hiram despite their
poor record. "They are definitely
not a team to be taken lightly."
The Terriers proved Moore's point
as they jumped out to an early 9--3
lead, but Matt Smith almost
gle-hande- dly staked Wooster to a
51-3- 5 halftime edge. Smith con- -,
nected on six of nine three-pointe- rs
on his way to 24 first-ha- lf
points. Hiram hung around
throughout the second half but
never got closer than seven the --
rest of the way. Smith finished
with 27 points, a career high.
Smith was modest when dis-
cussing his career-be- st night. "It
was just another game where we
Please see Bball on p. 10
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Men's Basketball Indoor Track Swimming & Diving Women's Basketball
Jan. 20 at Wittenberg : Jan. 19 at Ashland Jan. 20 at Ohio Wesleyan Jan. 20 vs. Wittenberg .
Jan. 24 vs.Allegheny Jan. 24 at Allegheny
